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Summary: To determine the effect of barbiturates on sleep two subjects, after a control period, received 200 mg. of sodium amylobarbitone for 26 nights. All night sleep records taken during this period showed that the barbiturate shortened the delay to sleep, increased the total sleep period, lengthened the delay to rapid eye movement (R.E.M.) sleep, and depressed R.E.M. sleep. After five nights R.E.M. sleep returned to baseline values—that is, showed tolerance. On stopping the drug withdrawal phenomena were seen, even to this small dose of the drug.

In a second experiment a subject dependent on 600 mg. of Tuinal was found to have normal R.E.M. sleep while on drugs. On withdrawal, delay to sleep increased and total sleep time fell. R.E.M. sleep was doubled and the delay to R.E.M. became abnormally short.

These findings suggest that hypnotics allow sleep to be "borrowed," and that patients should be supported while they are being withdrawn.

Introduction

In the past decade drugs have become the focus of attention of many groups in society. Doctors have become more aware of their side-effects, prolonged actions, effects on foetal development, and the possibility of addiction and overdose. Society has become anxious over the questions of abuse and addiction, and these anxieties have produced a number of standing committees in an effort to control this complex problem.

The need for such control is apparent even when the quantity of drugs consumed for therapeutic reasons is appreciated. Ministry of Health (1964) statistics show that hypnotics, analgesics, and tranquillizers constitute 22.6% of all prescriptions. Of this group barbiturates are the largest contributors, making up 8.1% of all prescriptions, and the amount increases annually. Other indices confirm the increasing use and abuse of these drugs. Overdosage by hypnotics has increased steadily as a means of attempting suicide (Kessel, 1963), and delirium due to abrupt withdrawal is a frequent hazard (James, 1963).

Many doctors were taught that whatever else they could not do for their patients they could at least provide sleep. This expectation seems to have passed on to the patients, as doctors often complain that they feel under pressure to prescribe hypnotics.

In the past decade knowledge about sleep has also greatly increased. It has been found to consist of two regularly alternating states (Asersinsky and Kleitman, 1953, 1955), which differ drastically in many physiological criteria.

At the beginning of the night the normal subject enters a cycle of sleep which is characterized by slow waves and spindling activity in the E.E.G., slow rolling/absent eye movements, the presence of muscle activity, and regularity of pulse rate, blood pressure, and respiration. After about an hour of this slow wave or "orthodox sleep" there is an abrupt change. Spindles disappear from the E.E.G., muscle tone drops precipitately in the submental region (Berger, 1961), the E.E.G. becomes low-voltage, and runs of sharp waves appear—the "saw tooth" frontal activity which is followed by bursts of jerking synchronous eye movements (Dement and Kleitman, 1957). Respiration and pulse rate become irregular and blood pressure is variable (Snyder et al., 1963, 1964). After 10 to 20 minutes the eye movements disappear, often after a body movement, and spindles reappear as another cycle of slow wave sleep begins. This second type of sleep has been called "paradoxical" or rapid eye movement (R.E.M.) sleep.

In the normal night five or six cycles of orthodox sleep with an equivalent number of periods of paradoxical sleep occur. Paradoxical (R.E.M.) sleep usually occupies about 24% of the total sleep. Normally, orthodox sleep takes precedence over R.E.M. sleep, and the first R.E.M. period of the night does not occur until after at least 45 minutes of orthodox sleep (Rechtschaffen and Verdone, 1964; Oswald and Priest, 1965).

Mental activity differs in these two types of sleep. In orthodox sleep mental activity is variable, often fragmentary, and more reality-orientated. During R.E.M. sleep disorientation in time and place is common and dreams are reported (Asersinsky and Kleitman, 1953; Goodenough et al., 1959; Monroe et al., 1965). To determine the effect of drugs on
sleep we have conducted a number of electroencephalographic studies in volunteers.

Method

During these investigations subjects reported to the laboratory at 22.00 hours, and electrodes were attached with adhesives to Fz Cz Pz positions of the 10/20 system to collect the E.E.G. to frontal and outer canthi positions to monitor eye movements; and over the belly of the submental muscles to record muscle tone. Bipolar montages were employed and the electroencephalograph was run continuously from 23.30 to 8.00 hours.

Subjects were instructed to keep regular hours of sleep throughout the total experimental period and refrain from alcohol or drugs other than those prescribed in the experiment.

The record—almost a quarter of a mile (400 m.) of paper—was analysed according to the types of sleep. Normal indices were (i) the total sleep time (T.S.T.) from first spindle to final arousal minus any intervening period of wakefulness; (ii) total R.E.M. sleep and percentage R.E.M. sleep—the sum of all R.E.M. activity from first eye movements to last R.E.M. minus any intervening period of spindling activity which can intrude into R.E.M. sleep; (iii) the delay to sleep (iv)—the interval in minutes from the start of recording from "lights out" to first spindles; and (iv) delay to R.E.M. (D)—the interval from first spindles to first R.E.M.

Experiment 1

Two female subjects were used as their own controls. Over a period of six weeks seven baseline recordings were made at irregular intervals. The first record was discarded, as is accepted practice, since the results are often low owing to a "first night" effect (Mendels and Hawkins, 1967). Subjects then received 200 mg. of sodium amylobarbitone at 23.00 hours each night for 26 nights. Recordings were taken at intervals over the next two weeks until all variables were within the normal range. Altogether 27 nights were recorded over a period of almost three months (see Fig. 2).

Results

The immediate effect of the drug was to decrease the delay to sleep and prolong the T.S.T. (Fig. 1). R.E.M. sleep was depressed (Fig 2) and orthodox sleep was enhanced. R.E.M. sleep continued below the baseline for five nights; then tolerance occurred and R.E.M. values rose to baseline or a little above it. During this period of tolerance the drug still promoted and enhanced orthodox sleep so that T.S.T. remained raised. The delay to the first R.E.M. period was increased by the drug. However, at nights 12-14 T.S.T. fell, the delay to sleep increased slightly, and the amount of R.E.M. activity rose: at night 12 the delay to R.E.M. period was below the baseline value.

When the barbiturate was stopped, T.S.T. fell abruptly for the first two nights and the delay to sleep was much prolonged. Delay to R.E.M. became abnormally short (less than 45 minutes) during this period, and R.E.M. sleep was increased—up to 31% of the night. R.E.M. sleep subsided towards baseline in a fluctuant manner over the next fortnight.

Experiment 2

This subject had been taking 600 mg. of Tuinal nocte (quinalbarbitone sodium 300 mg. and amylobarbitone sodium 300 mg.). Over a period of three years after a hospital admission for treatment of a post-gastrectomy anaemia he had built up his consumption from 200 to 600 mg. of this drug. He reported that after several months at each dose level the drug "lost effect" and he had to increase the dose. When he tried to stop the drug he claimed that he did not sleep at all.

The recording procedure was as in experiment 1, though no drug-free baseline nights were possible.

During the experiment the subject was asked to estimate his delay to sleep and total sleep time.

Results

While taking drugs this subject slept between 90 and 100% of the time available (Fig. 3). He regularly underestimated his total sleep and similarly overestimated his delay to sleep by a regular amount (Figs. 3 and 4). R.E.M. sleep was consistently at low normal levels (Fig. 5). At night 12 the drugs were stopped. R.E.M. sleep doubled in value and the first R.E.M. period was abnormally early. Total sleep time fell to 76% of that available and the number of awakenings increased. The delay to sleep was over 90 minutes. This disturbed night caused the subject to complain that he had not slept at all. Over the next three nights of withdrawal R.E.M. time remained increased, and the delay to sleep continued to be increased and total sleep time remained shortened. The subject continued to seriously underestimate the extent of his sleep and complained of fatigue and restlessness. His R.E.M. sleep was very active; not only were the periods of R.E.M. sleep longer but the movements themselves were more intense. The increase in "activity" has been shown to occur in withdrawal from other hypnotics (Evans and Lewis, 1968). Under these circumstances nightmares have been shown to occur (Oswald and Priest, 1965; Evans and Oswald, 1966).

At the subject's request the hypnotics were restarted at night 16. R.E.M. activity fell to its former level, and T.S.T. and delay to sleep returned to previous drug night values.
The subject's estimates returned to their previous reasonably accurate level.

Hypnotics were stopped again at night 20. The effects were similar to the previous withdrawal period and the irregularity of the onset of delay to sleep and total sleep time continued while the R.E.M. time remained raised in a fluctuant way.

Discussion

These experiments demonstrate the effects of barbiturates as well as some of the problems which accompany their use. A single tablet of sodium amobarbital promotes the early onset of sleep and enhances orthoadox sleep while depressing R.E.M. sleep. The body responds immediately and attempts to restore the amount of R.E.M. sleep to normal values. After a week on the drugs the principal effects are in shortening the delay to sleep and promoting continuous sleep. However, even while the drug continues there are times when the delay to sleep increases; total sleep time falls and R.E.M. time is raised above the baseline. Though in experiment 1 this tendency was not severe, an "escape" phenomenon of this type may be the reason why patients increase the dose of hypnotics. Greenberg and Pearlman (1967) in their work on alcohol, which is very similar to barbiturates in its effect on sleep, also found that R.E.M. time could increase after a period of depression though the alcohol continued in full doses. It is possible that over a longer period total sleep time would fall and delay increase, as patients report.

Stopping the drug allows the overswing of R.E.M. sleep. This is experienced as an increase in activity by the patient, who may suffer from frightening dreams but frequently wakes up during R.E.M. periods. The R.E.M. activity, increase in the delay to sleep, and number of awakenings lead to a serious underestimate of the quality of sleep, and the sort of situation where the patient complains of total insomnia, while relatives or nurses differ in their opinion.

The temptation is to restart the tablets at the same or higher dose, and this, as seen in experiment 2, puts the patient back to previous drug values. However, while the withdrawal effect of 200 mg. of sodium amylobarbitone takes almost two weeks to clear (Fig. 2), Oswald and Priest (1965) found that 600 mg. of sodium amylobarbitone took five weeks to subside. Thus by increasing the dose of hypnotics the patient is enhancing the duration of the withdrawal state. Although there is an end to these withdrawal effects the need to return to the drug is understandable.

If tolerance and withdrawal are the hallmarks of addiction, then only one tablet taken for a week could be seen to be addicting. However, the withdrawal is not severe. Serious withdrawal problems are not likely to occur until 500 mg. to 1 g. of barbiturate is being regularly consumed. Although there is insufficient experimental evidence to suggest that all hypnotics act in this way, nitrazepam (Mogadan) depressed R.E.M. activity initially and produced a similar withdrawal state (Oswald and Priest, 1965). Kales et al. (1968) has shown that methyprylon (Noludar), glutethimide (Doriden), and methaqualone (Melsedon) also depress R.E.M. sleep initially and show a R.E.M. "overswing" withdrawal state. The literature confirms that almost all hypnotics, if taken in sufficient dose and for long enough, when stopped abruptly bring on a severe insomnia and a paranoid hallucinating state identical with delirium tremens (de Clérambault, 1910; Hudson and Walker, 1962; James, 1963; Ewart and Priest, 1967). Recent work has shown that R.E.M. sleep is grossly increased in delirium owing to alcohol and barbiturate withdrawal (Greenberg and Pearlman, 1967; Evans and Lewis, 1968).

Thus it seems likely that experiments will show that all hypnotics have these effects on R.E.M. sleep in some measure.

These experiments demonstrate that with barbiturates it is possible to promote sleep. However, there is some cost. In many ways hypnotics allow sleep to be "borrowed," and this must be paid back during withdrawal. It seems advisable to tail off hypnotics slowly, even from small doses, to minimize the withdrawal state, but it is also necessary to support the patient through the period of withdrawal, which is after all a limited event. It would perhaps be better to consider hypnotics as a course of treatment, with a beginning and a definite end, as soon as circumstances permit. It may also be more logical to prescribe intermittent courses of hypnotics so that withdrawal effects may be dissipated periodically and excessive build up of drugs prevented. It is an old criticism that doctors are good at starting and continuing treatment but not so good at stopping.
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